
 

  

    
    
POSITION:  GRADUATE  LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT / LANDSCAPE   

ARCHITECT  

LOCATION:  CANTERBURY, KENT, CT11UT   

STATUS:  FULL TIME (37.5hrs pw)   

  
SALARY RANGE:  £21 to 25k according to experience/qualifications   
  
About Us:   
Lloyd  Bore is a vibrant,  multidisciplinary  landscape consultancy based  in Canterbury ,  Kent providing  
Landscape Architecture, Urban Design ,  Ecology and Arboricultural services to a broad   client base .   
  
Due to  our expanding project portfolio ,  we  have  an opportunity for professional, motivated Graduate  
Landscape Architect ,  interested  in  joining our team.  
  
The Role:   
  
Our project work covers a wide range of sectors, with a focus on education ,  residential , and Landscape  
& Visual Impact Assessment.  The successful candidate will be required to aid the landscape team and  
senior members of the landscape department, in delivering high quality output for our clients. As a  
growing business there will also be opportunities for career progression and CPD to match the drive  
and ambition of the successful candidate.  
  
About You:   
We are seeking candidates who can bring the following experience and skills to our team;  
  
  

   natural design ability and creative flair;  

   a good understanding of hard and soft construction techniques, processes and products;  

   excellent plant knowledge,  

   an understanding of LVIA / EIA, and strong report writing skills, and  

   capable of working as part of a team, but also independently.  

The successful candidate will be highly motivated, organised and professional. Depending upon  
experience and position applied for, you will be either a Chartered Member of the Landscape Institute,  
or a graduate/postgraduate diploma or MA level Landscape Architect keen to pursue the Pathway to  
Chartership (we regularly act as mentor for Pathway candidates).  
  
Benefits:   
We are offering an attractive  fully  negotiable package to candidates, commensurate with qualifications,  
skills and experience.  Benefits  include:   
  

   company  Pension   
   generous  holiday  entitlement  

   flexible working practices  

   Landscape Institute  subscription *   
   AXA-PPP  healthcare  cover ,  including eyecare  scheme *   
   local  gym  membership*   

  
*paid for by  Lloyd  Bore  
  
  


